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US Investment Grade: The Oomph Factor
By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
Another record was comprehensively broken, and the M&A funding tally got a major boost in
an event-filled week for the US high-grade primary market. If you needed more proof on how
extraordinary this year has been so far, this August, with another week or so left, has already
seen $123.279bln of supply which also means the old August record of $114.837bln set way
back in 2016 has now been decisively beaten.
The push factor to volumes last week, which was expected to be fairly active, came from a
series
of
M&A
fundings,
including
sizeable
ones
from
Johnson
&
Johnson and Intercontinental Exchange.
Of that, Johnson & Johnson was quick on the draw with its M&A funding, pricing a $7.5bln 6part a day after announcing its $6.5bln acquisition of Momenta Pharmaceuticals. The speed
of the funding in some sense showed the urgency to lock in rates among corporate issuers
ahead of a contentious US presidential election that may increase volatility across markets.
Borrowing costs are at their lowest historically, even new 30yr fixed mortgages for individuals
are being offered at sub-3% levels, which makes sense for companies to not wait and go now
before they lose the opportunity to set funding levels which probably would save them
millions in interest costs.
Johnson & Johnson clearly led the way - and though its AAA-rating makes it somewhat
assured of investor appetite - in setting rates that were one of the lowest for any corporate –
behind just Alphabet, Visa and Pfizer. Specifically, it was the record lowest for an M&A
acquisition funding.
None of the six Johnson & Johnson tranches priced on Thursday topped the corresponding
lowest coupon list – 5yr #3; 7yr #3; 10yr #8; 20yr #2; 30yr #9; 40yr #4. Those top slots still
belong, respectively, to Alphabet (0.45%), Visa (0.75%), Pfizer (0.80%), Alphabet (1.90%)
and Visa (2.00%). It is a tough crowd to beat after all the supply that has gone through this
year. To further illustrate the magnitude of high grade issuance this year, in previous years
Thursday’s $6.5bln Johnson & Johnson deal would have consistently ranked in the top 20
largest deals of the year. As it is, Johnson & Johnson's deal just barely made the top 25 largest
ex-SSA deal list.
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Still Johnson & Johnson seems to have got their timing right and who is to say how rates
behave during and after the elections but locking in now when optically everything looks at
their lowest just seems like the right funding strategy to pursue.
And with that in the back of your mind, expecting more supply than usual this week has
become a possibility – early estimates are for as high as $22.5bln.
Broadly it is encouraging to see the rise in contribution to supply from M&A-related
transactions. M&A activity in general has been subdued this year as companies focused on
survival amidst the pandemic crisis. But now, as lock downs get eased and life, as we once
knew it, makes a valiant attempt to get back to normal – well, at least a “new" normal companies are beginning to look at inorganic growth opportunities. Or, at the very least,
taking on the role of either “white knight" rescuing, or “vulture," preying on - your call - those
less fortunate companies, who just couldn't seem to make it through COVID-19 crisis.
After adding $9.95bln to the M&A funding tally a couple of weeks ago, another $16.45bln was
added last week, through four transactions – ICE ($6.5bln), KKR ($750m), ROP ($2.7bln)
and JNJ ($6.5bln). The YTD M&A-related volume now stands at nearly $77.37bln. In
comparison, at this time last year M&A-related issuance stood at roughly $135bln, and
$176bln in 2018. While M&A volume has picked up of late, it may take a while before volumes
generated by M&A-related transactions claw their way back to the heady levels seen in recent
years.
Overall though the high-grade primary market is starting to feel a bit heavy, at YTD volumes of
$1.404trln, and spread progression through book build has not been as impressive as earlier
this month. It may also have to do with a less-defensive bookbuilding strategy but the average
IPT-pricing spread movement last week was -19.1bp which is lower than the month’s average
of -23.4bp. Book coverage is decent, holding at 2.39x last week versus 3.1x for the month. It
may all also be a reflection of the pricing levels with the average new issue concession about
1.09bp compared to -1.1bp for the month, which is all very tight.

This is an excerpt from Informa Finale. Web subscribers can view the full report HERE
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The NZD Week - Extended Lockdown to Keep Rallies Contained
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 5
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The NZD Week – cont’d
Bias is Bearish
Expected Nzd/Usd trading range is 0.6460 to 0.6600
The Kiwi is under modest pressure in early week trade after NZ PM Ardern announced that
Auckland's lockdown will be extended by four days to 30 Aug from an original end date of
26 Aug before shifting down to level 2 restrictions. The rest of NZ will remain at alert level
2 until 6 Sep. Auckland accounts for nearly 40% of NZ's economy, and upside NZD
potential is now limited as expectations for further RBNZ easing start to grow.

Techs note:
• Expect a choppy correction from Jul's .6716 peak in the likes of selloff from Wed's
.6651 lower high
• Consolidation near .6412 (38.2% retrace of May-Jul's upleg) unveils positive feedback
from a confluence support near .6377 area (22 Jun higher low/200-DMA/Fibonacci
38.2% fan line)
• Clearance of the .6716 peak would renew rally towards .6760/91 area

Local data has also knocked sentiment after NZ's Q2 retail sales ex-inflation tumbled
-14.6% q/q - the biggest decline on record (though slightly better than market estimates of
-15.0% q/q). More data risks to watch for this week come in the shape of Q2 retail sales,
Jul trade balance, and ANZ's Aug consumer confidence.
Indeed, since New Zealand imposed its lockdown on 19 Mar, the main damage caused by
coronavirus lockdowns will likely be revealed in Q2. Thus, a further drop in Q2's retail
trade volume (q/q survey -19.5% previous -0.7%) is expected. A worse than anticipated
result will likely be bearish for the NZD.
On Wednesday, the July merchandise trade balance will be released by Statistics New
Zealand in Wellington. Recall that New Zealand's June annual trade deficit narrowed to
NZD 1196 mln, the smallest since Dec 2014, while the monthly trade surplus in June edged
down from 1286 mln in May to 426 mln. Besides, exports (NZD bln previous 5.07) and
import (NZD bln previous 4.64) for Jul are scheduled at the same time.
ANZ's customer confidence index for August (previous 104.3) is due Friday.
Recall last week, Ardern announced a four-week delay of the election owing to the recent
outbreak of coronavirus in Auckland. This, coupled with a very dovish RBNZ statement the
week prior has spurred negative rate predictions, with markets busily pricing in such a
scenario for early 2021. (ANZ forecasts the RBNZ to cut 50bp of its OCR to -0.25% in April
2021, accompanied with a bank funding for lending program, while BNZ sees a cut to
-0.25% in April 2021, and to -0.5% by August 2021).
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Viewpoint: Belarus and Russia - Will The 2014 Ukraine
Playbook be Used?
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM
Belarus Protests could finally see Europe's last dictator removed
Since the Presidential election on August 9th, Belarus has been gripped by mass protests,
triggered by a belief that the election was rigged in favour of the incumbent, longtime leader
President Lukashenko. According to the much-derided electoral commission, Lukashenko won the
election with 80% of the vote, whilst the main allowed opposition Svetlana Tikhanovskaya, who
was registered as a candidate in place of her arrested husband Sergey Tikhanovsky, got 10% of
the vote. She has insisted that where votes had been properly counted, she had polled 60-70%.
The scale of the opposition rallies in protest of this result are unprecedented for Belarus: more
than 100,000 were reported to have turned up in central Minsk on 16 August, while a rally for
Lukashenko was much smaller. There is a growing sense of momentum and belief that
Lukashenko, who is known as Europe's last dictator, may finally be forced to step down. This has
left Tikhanovskaya as the de-facto leader in waiting, who at the moment has fled to Lithuania for
her and her family’s safety.
Can Belarus decide its own future?
For Belarus, whilst it may be able to ultimately decide to get rid of Lukashenko and hold new fair
and free elections, it will be Russia and more specifically President Putin who will decide on the
country's long-term future. This is because Belarus is just too strategically important to Putin and
itself is too reliant on Russia, for the two to be pushed apart.
Throughout his own extended time in power, Putin has followed a similar narrative to ensure
Russia's sphere of influence over the old Soviet states, to ensure its role of leader of the Eurasian
region and to push back against the West (EUR and Nato). Starting with Georgia in 2003, Putin has
used a number of tactics to stop its neighbours becoming more democratic and more European,
either via election interference or direct/indirect military intervention (latest being annexing the
Crimea from Ukraine in 2014). The Kremlin's overreaching geopolitical goal is to simply maintain
Belarus as a buffer between it and the west, and to deepen the Union of States agreement into a
Eurasian Union that rivals the EU.
Hence, he has officially offered his “assistance" to President Lukashenko, so that he “resolve the
Back to Index Page

problems" post-election. There has also been talk that Russia should use “polite people", the
euphemism for the little green men, or Russian soldiers with no insignia, that were used to annex
Crimea, to restore order in Belarus. However, this option has been ruled out by most regional
experts.
On the Belarusian side, the economy is so deeply integrated with Russia, any government can not
afford to alienate Putin. Russia takes a third of Belarus' exports, which in return receives half its
imports from Russia. Belarus also depends on Russia for its energy and thus has too much to lose
whoever is in charge, which means that there should be no need for military intervention.
Russia to let this one play out
Belarusian President Lukashenko went on TV on August 15 to announce that he would ask Russian
President Putin to help Belarus “restore order" as the protests threatened the whole former
Soviet space. However, the Kremlin has said little to suggest it is looking to interfere militarily in
Belarus.
Russia would provide military support to Belarus, on request, in case of an external military threat
as part of a collective security agreement. But this guarantee does not extend to internal civil
opposition to the regime. Indeed, the Russian Foreign Ministry has been so far careful not to
come out in support of either side.
This is different to Ukraine/Crimea, as the whole Belarusian population seems almost entirely
united in its opposition to Lukashenko and there is a renewed sense of Belarusian national
identity, as symbolised by the widespread use of the red and white pre-Soviet flag as a symbol for
the protest movement. Back in 2014, Putin had a relatively simple task of manipulating the cracks
between Crimea and the Ukraine, with a large number of Crimea residents holding Russian
passports.
Thus it is expected that Putin will allow the protests to run their course, but when they are over
and a new leadership is in place, this is when Moscow will start wielding its power.
continued page 7
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Belarus and Russia – cont’d

continued page 8
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Belarus and Russia – cont’d
Russian and Belarusian Bonds sell-off
There has already been a sharp sell off in the Belarus' 2031 USD750mn bond, which was
issued in June, with the yield peaking at 7.82% on Monday, up 119bp since the election,
whilst the spread over USDs has jumped back out to circa +750bp, levels last seen since the
pandemic peak.
There has also been a weakening in the Russian 10yr OFZ bond, with the yield climbing ca.
35bp since the Belarusian election to 6.24%, the highest in 4mths.

The worst case scenario for Belarusians in themselves would be that Lukashenko, who has
been reluctant to sign up to Putin's deeper Union State plans, holds onto power throws
himself at Putin and promises Belarus to the Union State. Even if Lukashenko is removed,
the worst case scenario for Russian and Belarusian investors, which is military intervention
by Russia, may still occur. If Belarus looks like it is moving closer to the EU, Putin may resort
to his Ukrainian playbook and send in the “little green men" and cut off the Russian oil and
gas until he has the outcome that is best for Russia.
Under such a worst case scenario there is potential for Russian 10yr OFZ yields to spike
higher, but how long this will last is uncertain as Russia is already under sanctions from the
EU/US over the Ukraine invasion in 2014, and there remains questions over the appetite
for further penalties on Russia. The situation could however turn more perilous for Putin if
the Democratic candidate, Biden, wins the November US election, as this is expected to
lead to a tougher US stance on Russia and the potential for more drastic sanctions, which
will only intensify if Russia intervenes in Belarus.
Thus looking back at 2014, when Russia annexed Crimea, incurring the wrath of Western • Extends the recovery from 5.430 (18/21/22 May record lows) via 5.740 (9/10 July
sanctions, the yield on the 10yr OFZ surged to over 16%, and EPFR fund flows data showed
higher lows) to post new four-month highs over 6.040 (6 July reaction high).
that investors accelerated outflows from Russian bonds and equities. Since then investors • With studies building, an extension over the 200DMA at 6.233 would expose
have never really got back into Russian equities, but have rushed back into bonds, which
6.350/6.385 (equality of 5.430/6.040 rally from 5.740 and 21 April lower high), perhaps
suggests there could be an even larger outflow from Russian bonds this time around.
6.578 (38.2% of 8.435/5.430 fall).
•
Any near-term corrective dips should hold well above 5.850 (4 August minor higher low)
Our technical analysis suggests the 10yr OFZ yield could spike up to 6.58% on any renewed
and only below concerns and re-opens the 5.740 higher low.
sanctions angst.
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APAC Credit Review: Investors Embrace a Jump in Issuance
By Andrew Perrin and Sylvia Xu
As we've highlighted on various occasions of late, the month of August is historically one of the
quietest of the year in terms of issuance volume, so it was refreshing to see last week’s APAC US$
supply bolster the monthly total by ca. 79% to US$22.89bn. A total US$10.09bn was raised by 15
individual issuers across 18 separate transactions (including Japan), boasting the highest weekly
volume since the week ending 17th July.

levels, as highlighted by new issue concessions which averaged out at -1.8bp (negative) last week,
the sixth week in a row that the aggregate concession has been in negative territory.

Chinese and related territory issuers contributed most to the weekly total with a contribution of
US$5.19bn, with a significant amount also made up by issuers headquartered in Japan, Australia,
India and the Philippines.

Vedanta blows the doors off
The star of the week by quite a significant margin is awarded to the chunky US$1.4bn 13% 3-year
door-to-door with a 2.5yr WAL 144A/RegS amortizing bond from India-founded metals and
mining company Vedanta Resources Limited. The deal, which also carried the lowest rating and
offered the highest coupon (again by quite a significant margin) of any issue last week at B3/B/Band 13%, priced at par to yield 13%. However, it had jumped sharply to ca. 103.50 on Friday,
equating to a yield of 11.34% or a 166bp decline in yield from reoffer.

And as for the breakdown of supply by rating, Investment Grade names were dominant last week
at US$6.9bn, with high-yield deals making up US$2.55bn and unrated regional deals the other
US$640m (note that this split by rating is calculated by the actual issue rating and not the rating
of the issuer or the guarantor).
Indicators still paint a rosy picture for regional borrowers
And while issuance volume edged higher, so the latest batch of issuers to secure US$ funding
were once again met with a receptive investor base, still keen to add inventory in the current
environment. And once again this was clearly illustrated by the handful of data points that we
monitor on a week-to-week basis, to gauge the funding landscape for issuers along with investor
sentiment.
Putting the spotlight on last week's 12 investment grade transactions, and the average tightening
seen during execution came in at 38.09bp, broadly in line with the aggregate of 39.04bp the
previous week ending 14th August.
That was supported by some robust order books as reflected by the average cover ratio on those
IG transactions at 5.33x, an increase from the average level of over-subscription seen the week
before of 4.32x.

This bodes well for potential activity in the coming week which also represents the last full week
of the month, before issuance volumes typically step-up in September.

This appears to demonstrate that the size of what are often inflated order books is not
necessarily always an accurate gauge for secondary market performance, but rather it’s the
quality of the accounts within the book that is more important. That said, the deal also had the
smallest cover ratio of any APAC US$ transaction last week based on available data, with the
US$2.4bn of demand at reoffer from 107 investors equating to a cover of just 1.71x. However,
93% of those buyers were funds.
Also worth a mention for all the right reasons is the US$300m senior perpetual NC capital
securities issued by Elect Global Investments Limited, guaranteed by Hysan Development
Company limited (A3/A- by Moody's/Fitch). The deal was bid at ca. 102.10 or a yield of 4.10% on
Friday morning, having priced at par to yield 4.85%.
In a complete opposite scenario to Vedanta, the transaction actually triggered the highest cover
ratio of any APAC US$ deal which priced last week, based on available data, at an impressive
9.67x, thanks to over US$2.9bn of orders courtesy of 149 accounts.
continued page 10

This in turn provided a springboard for those issuers to lock-in some very economic funding
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APAC Credit Review – cont’d
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China Insight: Liquidity Keeps Tightening on Heavy Bond Supply
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
PBOC conducted a CNY700bn 1-year Medium-Term Lending Facility (MLF) on 17th August, which
more than offset CNY550bn which matured on 15th. Despite that, combined with the subsequent
liquidity injections via OMO reverse repo, we did not see any easing in interbank liquidity. Instead,
funding pressure kept picking up, resulting in a rise in the 7-day interbank repo to nearly 2.30%
(chart 1).

We attribute the growing funding pressure to the unfavorable bond supply picture. During the first
two weeks of August, supply of local government bonds (LGBs) issuance accelerated notably. Of
CNY612bn of the LGBs issued, only 25.5% (i.e. CNY156bn) was for refinancing purposes. In other
words, net supply on top of that for refinancing purposes was as large as CNY456bn.
Total net issuance of China government bonds (CGBs), local government bonds (LGBs) and policy
bank bonds (PBBs) for this month (August) is estimated to be as large as CNY1.37tn, the secondhighest level this year following the record issuance in May (chart 2). After that, we will likely see a
gradual decrease in supply over the rest of the year. However, with PBOC turning increasingly
reluctant to ease monetary policy further, we doubt the bond market will re-enter a bull trend any
time soon. Instead, we anticipate CGB 10-year yield will be heading upward to retest the 3.10%
level (chart 3).
Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: For EM Funds, Signs of a Thaw in
Mid-August
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The third week of August saw EPFR-tracked Emerging Markets Bond Funds post their seventh
straight inflow and Emerging Markets Equity Funds snap a five week run of outflows as investors
took another look at asset classes that have been hit particularly hard by the current pandemic.
Between March 1 and July 31, a net $55 billion flowed out of Emerging Markets Bond Funds and
$63 billion out of Emerging Markets Equity Funds.
The interest in EM assets was not mirrored in other fund groups with higher risk profiles. Bank
Loan Bond Funds recorded their ninth outflow in the past 10 weeks, High Yield Bond Funds posted
their second smallest weekly total since the beginning of April and Italy Bond Funds chalked up
their second outflow of the month-to-date. Alternative Funds did, however, extend their current
inflow streak to nine straight weeks.
Overall, EPFR-tracked Alternative Funds pulled in $994 million and Bond Funds $14.4 billion
during the week ending August 19 while $887 million flowed out of Balanced Funds, $3.3 billion
from all Equity Funds and $29.6 billion from Money Market Funds. Fund groups with socially
responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates continue to fare well,
with SRI/ESG Equity funds posting their 31st inflow year-to-date and SRI/ESG Bond Funds their
30th.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Turkey Bond Funds posted their fourth
consecutive outflow and Chile Bond Funds experienced their heaviest redemptions since late
March while UK Bond Funds recorded their biggest weekly inflow since late 1Q18 and Vietnam
Equity Funds since early 1Q18. Municipal Bond Funds absorbed fresh money for the 15th straight
week and Inflation Protected Bond Funds extended their current inflow streak to 10 weeks and
$10.6 billion.
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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The following pages are dedicated to:
Technical Analysis
IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts
constantly look for interesting patterns in
prevailing price action of a broad range of
currency pairs, fixed income and
commodity products.
We will highlight the most compelling on
these pages.
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Gilt/Bund Spread – 83-85 Zone is Key to Wider Direction
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Narrowed from 121 (May/September 2019 peaks) to 58 (17 June, seven-year low), ahead of
current widening

•

Improving daily studies suggest a return to the 83-85 cluster (200DMA, 30 April/27 March
highs and 17 January low)

•

While 83-85 caps, risk remains for a resumption of broader narrowing to 58, below which
confirms a seven-year top

•

Only sustained gains over 85 averts the narrowing threat and suggests further widening to
105-110 lower peaks

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell towards 80 for renewed narrowing targeting 58. Stop and reverse on a clearance of the key
83-85 barrier
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

110
105
89
85
79

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

65
58
55
45
37

Resistance Levels
10/11/16 December 2019 highs, near 2020 peak – 6 January at 108
28 February 2020 lower high
11-month falling trendline
17 January 2020 low, near 27 March 2020 high at 84 and 30 April 2020 peak/200DMA at 83
7/11 May 2020 highs
Support Levels
9-13 April and 13 August 2020 lows and 8/15/19/26 June 2020 former highs
17 June 2020, seven-year low
14 June 2013 low
30 May 2013 higher low, near 1.618 projection of 121/85 fall from 105
13 November 2012 low
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USD Index – Bears Probing 9-Year Trendline Support
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Now probing approx. 9-year trendline support after failing to clear the 2017 prior peak earlier
this year
• This quarter’s sharp losses/Stochastics crossover highlights the weakening long-term structure

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to sell for a decline to 88.25. Only above 94.65/95.72 stabilises.

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

103.82
102.99
97.62
95.72
94.65

March 2017 high
March 2020 high
July 2020 high
June 2020 low
March 2020 low

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

92.13
88.25
84.75
78.91
72.70

August 2020 low
March 2018 low
September 2013 high
June 2014 low
June 2011 low

Support Levels
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Gold/Copper Ratio – Risk Through 6.101 to 6.015/5.774
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Reverses sharply from 7.289 (7 August high) to focus on clustered support by 6.101 (13 July
low/61.8% retracement of 5.232/7.527 rally)

•

With studies deteriorating a sustained downside break marks an asymmetric five-month
double top under 7.527/7.289

•

Downside risk would then be seen to 6.015 (13 February higher low), possibly 5.774 (76.4%
retracement of 5.232/7.527 rally)

•

Only over 6.899 (13 August lower high) would avert the downside threat and leave
potential for a return to 7.289

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term gains as we await a return below 6.101 to confirm a broader double top. Place
a protective stop above 6.899 lower high
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

7.527
7.482
7.289
6.899
6.579

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

6.350
6.101
6.015
5.774
5.636

Resistance Levels
30 March 2020 record high
15 May 2020 lower high
7 August 2020 lower high
13 August 2020 minor lower high
12 August 2020 former low, near 50DMA
Support Levels
19 August 2020 low
13 July 2020 low, near 61.8% retrace of 5.232/7.527 rally and 16mth tentative rising trendline
13 February 2020 low
76.4% retrace of 5.232/7.527 rally
7 January 2020 former high
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
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flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
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